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In his book Planet of Slums, Mike Davis presents us with an 
apocalyptic account of a future overwhelmed by congested slums 
resulting from large-scale migration to cities (2006). While squatter 
settlements have had a presence in most cities of the world, by the 
second half of the 20th century, the Third World has increasingly 
witnessed a concentration of slums. Davis’ account makes us sit up 
with a sense of shock as we absorb the statistics and data that he 
parades for the reader. The whirlwind of staggering information is 
meant to shake us out of our reverie, to recognize a crisis that is at 
once economic, social, political and ecological. In Planet of Slums, 
the slum is a fait accompli. The cover of the first edition provides 
us with a high-angle view of a Brazilian Favela.1

A decade after the publication of Davis’ book, Johnny Miller, 
in his award-winning photographic work titled, Unequal Scenes, 
captured aerial views of inequality. Miller started work initially in 
South Africa, but soon branched out in 2016 to use drones for the 
capture of striking images from around the world. These images 
provide high-angle views of major cities with clusters of low-
income housing set against the wealthier districts. The countries 

1 See the cover of the book at https://www.theguardian.com/books/2006/aug/19/shop-
ping.society (accessed on 1 November 2021).
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where Miller took pictures included South Africa, India, Tanzania, 
the USA and Kenya.2 Miller stumbled upon this idea during his 
time as an anthropology student in South Africa. The tin shacks 
and their existence right next to the affluent neighbourhoods made 
for striking imagery. Miller says:

The images that I find the most powerful are when the camera 
is looking straight down—what’s known as ‘nadir view’, look-
ing at the actual borders between rich and poor. Sometimes 
this is a fence, sometimes a road, or wetlands—with small 
shacks or poor houses on one side, and larger houses or man-
sions on the other. …I think the images make inequality 
relevant—people can see themselves reflected in the images, 
and it’s deeply unsettling.3

There is an uncanny resemblance in Davis’ account in the 
Planet of Slums and Miller’s photographs in his Unequal Scenes. 
Both capture broad trends in the world and focus on scale, num-
bers and a desire to instil shock. This imagination of humanity on 
a global and planetary scale contains a desire to shift focus from 
a sense of place to that of the planet and is similar to what many 
have articulated in relation to ecological and environmental debates 
(Elias and Moraru 2015; Heise 2008; Parikka 2016). The key issue, 
however, is the deployment of an aerial perspective—a planetary 
view, so to speak, which assumes an essential interconnection 
between all humankind and the earth; a relationship that is sup-
posed to transcend nations (Figures 6.1 and 6.2).

The aerial view popularized since the experience of flight is now 
a widespread form that has deeply affected the way we understand 
geography and territory (Boyer 2003; Kaplan 2018; Morshed 2002). 
Since this form of looking is distinctly different from ground-level 
perception, there is a quality of abstraction that comes into play in 
any high-angle view of the world. If the expansion of aviation led 
to the proliferation of the aerial view in the 20th century, the entry 
of the drone in this century has introduced another dimension to 
this perspective from above. Initially used as a strategic device in 

2 Available at https://unequalscenes.com/ (accessed on 1 November 2021).
3 Cited in Tahir (2018).

https://unequalscenes.com/
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warfare, the drone’s availability for civilian use with high-resolution 
cameras has provided easier access to an elevated view without 
actual travel to the skies (Tobin 2016). When compared with the 
helicopter or the plane, the drone can move in dynamic ways both at 
close range and at a distance from the space, characters or objects 
being filmed. In Johnny Miller’s photographs, however, we experi-
ence a move away from a ‘messy’ reality to an image form where 
the unruly appears tidy. This is a process where eyesores seen at 
the ground level are transformed into striking forms of spectacle, 
and lived experiences are flattened into a planar spatiality that 
invokes a generalized notion of the universal.4

4 Davis’ book has been classified as urban crisis writing by Ravi Sundaram (2009). The 
apocalyptic imagination in Planet of the Slums does not engage with the delicate and 
turbulent world that exists inside squatter settlements.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 Johnny Miller’s drone shots of Mumbai’s inequality

Source: Johnny Miller.
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As against this apocalyptic imagination, we have also seen 
micro-narratives with a focus on the diverse contexts of slums, their 
appearance, informal networks, infrastructures and survival strate-
gies. There are many examples of this kind of work. For instance, 
in Shadow Cities, Robert Neuwirth presents the stories of ordinary 
slum dwellers (2006). For two years, Neuwirth explored slums in 
four continents and, despite their poverty and wretchedness, he 
experienced a great deal of vitality, creativity and the ‘human 
spirit’. The book maintains a strong sense of hope and squatters 
appear as people who are able to cope by staying outside of ‘the 
asphalt world’, a term used by them to refer to the streetscape of 
the legally authorized city. Shadow Cities introduces the slum as a 
space with a sense of community, a place of friendship and bonds, 
and a highly productive life.

In some ways, these two opposing tendencies of expressing 
the expansive horror of the slum experience via statistical clas-
sification and universal forms of expression, and the search for a 
spirited community of residents engaged in informal networks of 
the economy, has framed the popular dynamics of slum representa-
tions. All these arguments, despite their diverse positions, operate 
on a belief that slum ecologies can be relayed transparently to the 
world. This is an assumption that circulates widely even as archi-
tecturally and socially, slums are diverse, mysterious, violent and, 
sometimes, impenetrable for those living outside the boundaries 
of these locations.5

Slums are also sites that we have heard of or learnt about 
through a global production of photographs and documents, news 
reporting, literature and cinema. The ‘authentic life’ of slums is 
no longer available outside this blitzkrieg of visual production. As 
I will argue, the planetary vision articulated explicitly in aerial 
views or in a kind of statistical realism is challenged by the films 
on Bombay’s slums discussed in this chapter. I focus on three 
films: Danny Boyle’s Slumdog Millionaire (2008), Pa. Ranjith’s 
Kaala (2018) and Zoya Akhtar’s Gully Boy (2019). While Slum 
Dog’s mega success in the world in 2009 led to widespread public 

5 This opening discussion of the use of the aerial view by Mike Davis and Johnny Miller 
is drawn and adapted from an earlier short article (Mazumdar 2019).
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and academic debates, Kaala and Gully Boy made a decade later 
were released primarily for an Indian audience in the country 
and abroad.6

In these films, there is a desire to recognize the presence of 
media objects and their circulation of popular culture as a crucial 
entry point into slum life. Thus, music videos, animated histories, 
poster cultures and reality television have a significant role to play 
in the negotiation of urban space. The primary location for all these 
films is Dharavi. As one of the largest slums in Asia that houses 
around 700,000 people, Dharavi is a site of high productivity, poor 
infrastructure, outsourced labour and global networks. While the 
three films are quite diverse in their visual rendering of Dharavi, 
they share a cartographic impulse and vision in their framing of 
slum life.

Cartography is the practice of converting spatial data into 
maps. These maps are popularly viewed as useful tools that can 
help us understand and negotiate unknown terrain. They are used 
by ordinary people as well as experts in various fields depending 
on the kind of map it is. Maps can appear in paper form or as 
electronic digital data on screens. The widespread circulation and 
use of maps in our daily lives is based on a sense that maps are 
generated through the scientific management and organization 
of ‘technical data’. There is, however, a growing tendency among 
scholars now to acknowledge the role of smell, touch and all forms 
of sensuous experiences in the translation of ‘spatial data’ (Kitchin 
et al. 2013; Rossetto 2019). In this view, maps are considered 
layered material objects like interfaces that carry a sense of ‘felt 
space’ (Wilmot 2020). This recognition of an affective account of 
space has led to a shift in focus from maps as finished objects to 
practices and techniques involved in the act of mapping. Maps, 
therefore, are not mere representations but actively intervene in 
social space.

It is this shift to a processual approach that has made cartog-
raphy so appealing to a cinematic imagination that has valued the 
medium’s ‘mapping impulse’ (Bruno 2002; Conley 2007). For Tom 
Conley, a cartographic consciousness operates in cinema either 

6 See the collection of critical articles (barring a few) in Gehlawat (2013).
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through the presence of actual maps, or through cinema itself 
organizing itself like a map. Giuliana Bruno, however, positions 
cinematic mapping as a form of emotive, embodied and visceral 
engagement with space. Architecture, fashion, travel and film 
come together in her encounter with space. The result is the pro-
duction of an ‘atlas of emotion’. Cinematic cartography can take 
many forms, and these are uniquely tied, in addition to the story 
and subject, to techniques of cinematography, editing and the use 
of special effects. As I will show in the following sections, in their 
attempt to visually convey the wild, chaotic and complex geog-
raphy of Dharavi, Slumdog, Kaala and Gully Boy turned away 
from a planetary approach to a process where bodies, spaces and 
the camera were made to remember and relay. In doing this, each 
film drew on new technologies associated with our contemporary 
media context to move beyond an entrenched history of images 
associated with slum life.

CARTOGRAPHIC MEMORY IN  
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE
Danny Boyle’s Slumdog Millionaire released in 2008 became a 
major success the world over with its rags-to-riches story set in the 
midst of a globalizing Bombay. Based on a novel by Vikas Swaroop 
(2006), the film moves between a popular television game show, 
‘How to Be a Millionaire’ and memories of one of the contestants, 
Jamal, a Muslim boy who grew up in Bombay’s slums. Just before 
the final answer when he is about to win a large sum of money, 
Jamal is picked up by the police for questioning because the host 
of the show can’t believe a boy from the slums could possibly know 
all the answers. The policemen try to extract the truth out of the 
boy after he is beaten and tortured by them. But despite all the 
beating, Jamal sticks to the truth that he knew all the answers 
(Figures 6.3–6.9).

The police play the video of the first part of the game using 
a battered TV and VHS player in an attempt to jog Jamal’s 
memory. This takes us to flashback sequences as the narrative 
moves between the police station with its old and dilapidated VHS 
player, and the flashy studio where the game is going on, includ-
ing the switcher room with several television monitors and studio 
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Figures 6.3 and 6.4 Jamal facing torture at the police station

Source: Danny Boyle.

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 Sitting with a policeman and a dilapidated TV where 
the video of the game is being played

Source: Danny Boyle.
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Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 The switcher room and the studio

Source: Danny Boyle.

personnel managing the telecast of the show. Jamal is located in 
both the studio as he answers the questions and in the police station 
where he is explaining to the police how he came upon each of his 
answers. This movement between the game in the studio, located 
in the present, and the flashbacks of Jamal’s account of his past as 
explanation for the policemen, becomes a clever structure through 
which Danny Boyle introduces a mapping of space that is linked to 
memory. With each retelling, we move to a different space and time 
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as Jamal grows up through these flashbacks recounting his expe-
riences of life with his brother, Salim and childhood sweetheart, 
Latika (Figures 6.10 and 6.11).

Following the opening sequence of torture, Boyle cuts to an air-
port strip where children are playing cricket. We are now in the past 
as a low flying plane derails a little Jamal. Suddenly, two constables 
on their bikes come along to chase the children. We move from the 
airport track to the density of the slum as one of the constables, now 
on foot, runs after the bunch of boys. The constable finds it difficult 
to negotiate the space. The children on the other hand have a rela-
tionship of play and the director captures their energy as we move 
across giant pipes, sewage, blue plastic floating in water, narrow 
alleys and a combination of tin and thatched roofs. The camera 
moves from ground level to high-angle shots showing the thatched 
roofs. This play between the high and the low is interesting since 
up close we get a sense of the slum as we blur through the alleys, 
while the high angle shot alludes to the scale of what goes on in 

Figures 6.10 and 6.11 The airport sequence and the chase in Slumdog 
Millionaire

Source: Danny Boyle.
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the streets. In this movement, between the low and the high in the 
midst of a chaotic chase through the streets, Boyle appears to have 
distanced himself from both an aerial imagination and a patron-
izing account of slum life. Instead, the film’s cinematography and 
editing create an atmosphere of frenetic chaos, refusing to offer a 
stable or transcendental point of view to the audience. What we do 
recognize from this opening sequence is that the children possess a 
form of spatial knowledge that allows them to move at great speed 
to escape the constable.7

Early on in the film, Jamal is asked a question about the 
Hindu god, Ram, and we are taken to a powerful witness testi-
mony in the film. Jamal’s mother is washing clothes in the water 
tank at the centre of the slum as the two kids fool around. This 
public activity of bathing and fun for the children is suddenly 
interrupted by the train seen from Jamal’s mother’s point of view. 
Before she sees the rioters, she displays an instinctive knowledge 
of something that appears amiss. She just about manages to warn 
her children before she is bludgeoned to death. As the children 
run through the slum, they witness a series of events—the houses 
being burnt, a man on fire, the looting and the cops sitting in 
their van with no intention of intervening to stop the riot. These 
vignettes are woven into the fabric of the running as the children 
look bewildered. We then return to the older Jamal now in the 
studio—his face marked by a grave expression. This is a violent 
moment from the past, vividly felt even today. Jamal now gets his 
answer right. The spectre of Ram and the reference to Allah are 
all drawn into this complex account of a life seen in the slums. 
As he relays his answer to the TV show, the spectator is made 
aware of the nature of embodied experience, felt and relayed as 
memory (Figures 6.12–6.14).8

In his reflections on modernity, Walter Benjamin had recog-
nized that catastrophic pasts continue to live in the present as 
traces scattered across the city. We access the city through memory, 
just as the city shapes and transforms memory. Knowing a city for 

7 This opening chase has also been discussed by Ulka Anjaria and Jonathan Shapiro 
Anjaria (2013).
8 Vandana Baweja (2015) suggests that the film consciously negotiates the city’s collective 
memory and transformations evident in the deliberate use of certain landmark locations.
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Figures 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14 Jamal’s mother at the water tank sees the 
rioting mob

Source: Danny Boyle.

Benjamin was also linked to childhood and the ability to recall such 
impressions as an adult. The shadow of death and the innocence of 
play are usually interwoven into the texture of memory and place 
(Benjamin 1978). The child’s disruptive vision and perception 
appears insightful only in the duration of time that marks adult-
hood. Thus, the significance of the past comes to light retrospec-
tively when an overwhelming present is forced to jostle with the 
past (Gilloch 1996). It is this complex spatializing of memory that 
is of immense importance in narratives of urban recall. Slumdog 
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offers descriptions of particular sites that are conveyed through 
the language of memory.

Jamal’s memory of the riot is a spatial account—the train, the 
crowd, the large water tank where they are bathing, the desperate 
running through the slum’s alleyways. In doing this, Danny Boyle 
is privileging the sensory world of the slum inhabitant. The actual 
shooting to invoke the physical texture of slum life is restricted to 
certain sequences in the film since we also move by train to Agra, 
return to see Bombay’s real estate development, enter its call 
centres and busy bazaars, streets and restaurant kitchens. The 
presence of crime, prostitution and gang life is captured through 
stylized and brief vignettes. This is how a cartographic imagination 
soaked with memory comes to the fore in the film.

Boyle also uses wipes, split screens, fog machines, innovative 
editing with music and the constant mediation of the televisual to 
provide his account of Bombay. This intermedial style is the mode 
through which the film stages its own claim to a form of contem-
porary realism. Lucia Nagib and Cecilia Mello have identified a 
‘return of the real’ in world cinema since the late 1990s. If the 
indexical trace and sense of immediacy governed the framework 
of classical realism, new realism of the digital era following Gilles 
Deleuze witnesses a movement towards the haptic, the sensory, 
and the embodied (2009). Thomas Elsaesser has also alluded to a 
renewed investment in the body as a perceptual surface in world 
cinema (2009: 9). The recurring engagement with the visceral, the 
sensate and the corporeal has made the new form appear more 
‘real’ than ever. This shift in visual culture, says Elsaesser, seems 
to have gradually crept up on us through habits connected perhaps 
to the technological gadgets we are surrounded by—the iPod, mobile 
phones and other handheld devices. In this new context, objects, 
architectural spaces and sites may take on an expressive agency, 
but their status as evidence is no longer based on our ocular abili-
ties (Elsaesser 2009: 10).

This circulation and presence of digital media in everyday life 
as a thematic was noted by Igor Krstic in his analysis of Slumdog 
(2016). In an interesting departure from the moral criticism sur-
rounding the film on whether it had ‘realistically’ succeeded in 
representing Bombay’s slum life, Krstic engaged with Boyle’s use 
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of ‘hypermediated realism’ as a self-conscious presentational style. 
The gritty landscape overlaid with Bollywood mythology and the 
ethos of global television created an immersive experience.9 The 
game show at the centre of the film offered both a narrative device 
and a layering that allowed us to encounter Bombay through its 
‘electronic skin’ (Krstic 2016: 250). There is no attempt to hide the 
film’s self-conscious storytelling form, instead, the camerawork 
and editing immerses the audience in a ‘Kinaesthetic Mumbai’ 
that comes to the fore through the flashbacks (Krstic 2016: 243).10

The Bollywood romance and feel-good form of Slumdog worked 
as an ingenuous marketing strategy that tapped into a global 
discourse. The crucial issue that needs highlighting here is that 
for Boyle, India’s popular blockbuster film culture was borrowed 
and restaged with a new purpose—to position the film within the 
category of world cinema. The foregrounding of a new realism, 
highlighted especially through location shooting and frenetic cin-
ematography, was both innovative and in keeping with the modes 
of cinematic cartography made possible by new media technology.11

PRODUCTION DESIGN AND THE PERFORMANCE 
OF ‘FELT SPACE’ IN GULLY BOY AND KAALA
Production and set design usually involve work that can help 
us identify filmic space geographically, historically, socially and 
culturally (Bergfelder et al. 2007). Those involved in this work 
dabble with material, objects, create floor plans, scout for locations 
and build temporary sets where the story world can be housed. 
Sets provide the texture of mood, sense of individual or collective 
identity and remain crucial for the overall expression of any film. 
They are critical to the creation of an atmosphere that can either 

9 Krstic refers to Boyle’s use of three genres of Bombay cinema, the gangster, the romantic 
and films dealing with childhood.
10 The film combined 35 mm celluloid shooting with SI 2K digital cameras. This allowed 
the cinematographer, Anthony Dodd Mantel, the opportunity to move through Bombay’s 
densely populated slums using a handheld camera. Available at https://www.nyfa.edu/
student-resources/best-cinematography-look-slumdog-millionaire/ (accessed on 1 
November 2021).
11 Available at https://www.creativeplanetnetwork.com/news/si-2k-shot-slumdog-
millionaire-415119 and https://www.npr.org/transcripts/100671912 (accessed on 1 
November 2021).

https://www.nyfa.edu/student-resources/best-cinematography-look-slumdog-millionaire/
https://www.nyfa.edu/student-resources/best-cinematography-look-slumdog-millionaire/
https://www.creativeplanetnetwork.com/news/si-2k-shot-slumdog-millionaire-415119
https://www.creativeplanetnetwork.com/news/si-2k-shot-slumdog-millionaire-415119
https://www.npr.org/transcripts/100671912
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enhance the unfolding of the narrative or move against it. The 
value of a set is usually enhanced through camera work, editing, 
lighting and music. The building of these sets requires a formidable 
workforce of masons, carpenters, painters, artists, etc. In short, this 
is labour-intensive work and is usually helmed by figures who are 
interchangeably referred to as art directors, production designers, set 
designers, set decorators, etc. (Izquierdo Tobias 2016). This confusion 
is a result of the marginal status accorded to the designing of filmic 
space. Despite this specialist skill that is so crucial to cinema, most 
viewers take it for granted as just another backdrop. For Gully Boy, 
Suzanne Caplan Merwanji is credited as the production designer, 
while for Kaala, T. Ramalingam is listed as the art director.

Whatever the confusion linked to the profession, it is clear 
that production designers and art directors are the first to sense 
space, and they use their skills to map a layer of the film prior to 
its transformation with shooting. In both Gully Boy and Kaala, 
Merwanji and Ramalingam worked hard to translate an imagi-
nation of Dharavi through their practice. For this, they relied on 
data, historical perceptions, visual and material cultures, and an 
approach to cinematic realism. Unlike Slum Dog where the effort 
was to highlight the role of location shooting, in these films, set 
design became one of the key highlights.

Gully Boy is about Murad (Ranveer Singh), a young man 
from Dharavi who writes rap lyrics. He encounters an established 
rapper, MC Sher (Siddhant Chaturvedi) during a performance and 
from here on the film focuses on a friendship where dreams are to 
be chased with fervour and passion. This burning desire is based on 
the duo’s intrinsic belief that they can mould Dharavi and its life 
world into their lyrics, its rhythms and dissonant notes of anger. 
Murad wants to fight against his disadvantages, but this is not just 
about money, it is about his commitment to rap and its ability to 
capture the ups and downs of their lives. The story is inspired by 
the lives of real rappers Naezy and Divine who also helped with the 
soundtrack of the film.12 The film introduces us to hard-hitting rap 
battles that reflect on the inequalities and injustices of the world.

12 Available at https://www.newindianexpress.com/entertainment/hindi/2019/jan/10/
meet-the-real-life-gully-boys-divine-and-naezy-1923293.html and https://scroll.in/maga-
zine/912379/beyond-divine-and-naezy-meet-the-real-gully-boys-who-helped-shape-
mumbais-hip-hop-scene (accessed on 1 November 2021).

https://www.newindianexpress.com/entertainment/hindi/2019/jan/10/meet-the-real-life-gully-boys-divine-and-naezy-1923293.html
https://www.newindianexpress.com/entertainment/hindi/2019/jan/10/meet-the-real-life-gully-boys-divine-and-naezy-1923293.html
https://scroll.in/magazine/912379/beyond-divine-and-naezy-meet-the-real-gully-boys-who-helped-shape-mumbais-hip-hop-scene
https://scroll.in/magazine/912379/beyond-divine-and-naezy-meet-the-real-gully-boys-who-helped-shape-mumbais-hip-hop-scene
https://scroll.in/magazine/912379/beyond-divine-and-naezy-meet-the-real-gully-boys-who-helped-shape-mumbais-hip-hop-scene
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Rap’s historical role in reimagining the ghetto as the ‘hood’ 
(neighbourhood) evolved out of a need to establish a vibrant con-
nection with the immediate environment. There was a desire to 
challenge American mainstream culture’s widespread circulation 
of wretchedness, marginality and violence as the norm for ghetto 
life. Thus, an emphasis on social relations, bonds of friendship and 
support systems became crucial to the form. In rap, the space of the 
home is usually captured in the lyrics to foreground an alternative 
cartography (Forman 2000). Gully Boy draws on this core vision of 
rap to explore the lives of Muslims in Dharavi.

After much scouting, photographing and watching a number 
of films on Bombay’s slums, Suzanne Merwanji felt that it was 
important to shoot in Dharavi.

It [Dharavi] is probably the oldest slum, the most-dense, has 
an extraordinary combination of people from different commu-
nities and economic stratas and most importantly, geographi-
cally it is in the heart of Mumbai. Dharavi is also surrounded 
by everything that the average slum-dweller aspires to, for 
themselves & their children, so this makes it all the more 
relevant & poignant as the main location for Murad’s world 
and telling his story. It is a character in itself.13

Murad lives with his dysfunctional family in a tiny apartment 
with his oppressed mother, grandmother and his father who brings 
home a second younger wife. This makes the home situation emotion-
ally fraught often exploding into violent confrontations. Merwanji 
decided on a set in an empty parking lot inside Dharavi since they 
had to bring major stars to the location (Ramnath 2019). Murad’s 
home and the congested lanes were part of this set (Ramnath 2019). 
The set not only provided the much-needed silence during filming, 
it also helped capture Murad’s claustrophobic home situation. The 
home was placed in the midst of narrow intersecting alleys, hanging 
electric wires, dilapidated houses, shops stuck to each other and a 
sea of humanity always making the street look busy. The set of 130 
houses and 12 shops was built in six weeks. ‘It needed to look real,’ 

13 Available at https://www.filmcompanion.in/interviews/bollywood-interview/in-the-film-
dharavi-is-a-character-in-itself-gully-boy-production-designer-suzanne-caplan-merwanji/ 
(accessed on 1 November 2021).

https://www.filmcompanion.in/interviews/bollywood-interview/in-the-film-dharavi-is-a-character-in-itself-gully-boy-production-designer-suzanne-caplan-merwanji/
https://www.filmcompanion.in/interviews/bollywood-interview/in-the-film-dharavi-is-a-character-in-itself-gully-boy-production-designer-suzanne-caplan-merwanji/
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Merwanji said in an interview with film critic, Nandini Ramnath. 
‘It had to not only work with the story, but also give a different view 
of the city. We have seen many films set in slums. One of the things 
that grabbed me was the idea of how circumscribed Murad is by his 
environment’ (Ramnath 2019).

Ramnath felt that Murad’s sense of entrapment was reinforced 
through dense, careful detailing. Merwanji said that she ‘used a 
lot of bars, which foregrounded the sense of being caged, and a 
mezzanine in Murad’s house was created and opened out a little 
to make us see what is outside’ (Ramnath 2019). The production 
team eliminated as much of the sky as possible, and no shot of the 
sea was included in the film. The blue colour of plastic that covers 
the shacks in Johnny Miller’s images was removed. The design 
team was interested in a combination of greens, terracotta, ochres 
and greys. A neutral tarpaulin was used to cover the blue plastic if 
it popped up during the shooting. A narrow and small bridge was 
found inside Dharavi for Murad and Safeena’s meetings. A long shot 
provided viewers a messy frame with plastic floating in sludge on 
both sides of the bridge. The houses looked like little boxes glued 
together in haphazard form. This bridge was named Romeo and 
Juliet bridge by Merwanji and was included in the script.14

Murad’s movement across the streets and upwards towards his 
goal of becoming a successful rapper was made to follow a sense of 
geometry. Merwanji says:

Murad is moving horizontally and vertically, and the loca-
tions and the camerawork enhance this feeling. Everything 
is running in parallel and upwards and downwards. When 
Murad gets some more freedom, he moves to a slum that is on 
a hill—he is getting to the top. He has a huge window in his 
new house, and he sees another life and possibilities ahead.15

The cartographic imagination at work in Murad’s movement 
is quite unique. To this detailed topographical plan, Zoya Akhtar 
added a mobile media assemblage. Right from the first entry to 
Murad’s home, to the moment when he is first shown writing lyrics 

14 Personal interview with Merwanji (March 2020).
15 Available at https://scroll.in/reel/915126/designing-gully-boy-when-nobody-knows-
whats-a-set-and-what-isnt-that-is-the-best-compliment (accessed on 1 November 2021).

https://scroll.in/reel/915126/designing-gully-boy-when-nobody-knows-whats-a-set-and-what-isnt-that-is-the-best-compliment
https://scroll.in/reel/915126/designing-gully-boy-when-nobody-knows-whats-a-set-and-what-isnt-that-is-the-best-compliment
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in solitude, we see the build-up of such an assemblage. At home, 
we see an old TV being carried to another room, a music system is 
stuffed against the wall surrounded by other items. This is followed 
by a bus ride where Murad and his girlfriend connect through a 
shared iPod. In the classroom sequence that follows, Murad’s friend 
is swiping pictures of women on his smartphone. We then cut to 
a playground where the friends are fooling around performing for 
the phone and referring to reality TV and Bigg Boss. Murad then 
leaves for home because he gets a call. We are now in the street 
just outside the home where Murad is listening to Western rap 
and surfing the net on the phone. The father arrives with his new 
and young bride, causing immense distress to his first wife and 
the family. When the mother finally rests her body to sleep, we see 
Murad alone in his little mezzanine room writing his lyrics as a 
tear rolls down his cheek (Figures 6.15–6.17).

Figures 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17 Networked subjectivity in Gully Boy

Source: Zoya Akhtar.
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Immediately following this sequence, we have a long shot of 
Dharavi which transitions to tourists going around with a guide 
taking pictures with their phone cameras. They also go to Murad’s 
house and are stunned by the number of people living in the lim-
ited space available. It is interesting how this loop of vignettes has 
been so deliberately connected through a mobile object like the 
cell phone. Unlike Slumdog where a centralized television pro-
gramme structured the movement of the narrative, in Gully Boy 
it is mobile media. For Murad, it is mobile media that allows him 
to connect with an international sonic imagination, performance 
styles, dreams and the aspiration to break free from his circum-
stances. This is the refrain captured in the line apna time ayega 
which becomes the final climax of the film. The coexistence and 
friction caused by this networked subjectivity on one hand and the 
claustrophobia of the immediate environment invoked through 
design strategies, on the other, provided Gully Boy with its central 
dramatic conflict (Figures 6.18 and 6.19).

Through a comparative analysis of two rap sequences shot like 
music videos, I want to locate the different drives at work in the film. 
In the first one, ‘Doori’, Murad is trying to write his lyrics by speak-
ing into his iPad. Soon after he is at a studio recording organized 

Figures 6.18 and 6.19 Networked subjectivity in Gully Boy 

Source: Zoya Akhtar.
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by his mentor, MC Sher. The lyrics contain a cartographic montage 
structure of conflicting images. A selection shows how a spatial 
imagination is at work here which is then moulded in the visuals:

Right mein building aasmano ko chhu ri
Left mein bacchi bhookhi sadko pe so ri

Kaisi yeh majboori paisa rehna hai zaroori
Nahi to kaise hogi poori teri seena-zori

On the right, I see a building touching the skies
On the left, I see a hungry child sleeping on the streets

What kind of compulsion is this,
having money has become so important

Otherwise how will you get your bragging rights?

Woh tarfa shoot karte bole gun
Yeh tarfa karte hain chillum

Wahaan pe peti peti dhan
Yahaan pe kheti kheti gandh

Ek duniya mein do duniya ujala ek andhera
Ek Sethji aur ek Chaila

On that side they are shooting using guns
And on this side all people can do

is just scream full of money
Here there are fields of garbage

In one world, there are two worlds,
one is full of light, another full of darkness

There is one master, and there is one servant

Ghar pe sabke apne apne gham hain
Deewaarein zyaada

Aur bole kamre yahan kam hain
Soch mein yeh wazan hai

Kyunki khali sab bartan hain

Everyone has their share of
issues/problems in their homes

There are more walls and less rooms here
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There is strength/credibility in this thought
because the utensils are all empty16

Murad begins to sing in the studio and then the song becomes 
an ensemble of imaginary images with Murad presented against dif-
ferent backdrops. The faces of the poor look like they have stumbled 
out of an array of magazines and documentaries. This is an archive 
of visual impressions in which Murad is asking searching questions 
about inequality and life, about the two worlds in which one side 
belongs to the have nots. We see faces belonging to commuters, to 
construction workers, street urchins and homeless mothers feed-
ing their children. We move through a Bombay of half constructed 
buildings, underpasses, walls with graffiti. A low-angle camera 
view of Murad singing captures the high-rise buildings of Bombay 
in the background with their brutalist architecture.17 This narrative 
of contrasts is in keeping with the binary imagination at work in 
the song. The ‘woh tarfa’ in the second stanza refers to the other 
side belonging to the elite. The faces in this sequence are meant to 
trigger our memory of such images in the public imaginary of news, 
topicalities and NGO productions (Figures 6.20–6.26).

16 The entire song and its translation are available at https://www.bollynook.com/en/
lyrics/21839/doori/ (accessed on 1 November 2021).
17 This was part of the design plan to make Murad look down at the camera so that the 
high-rise buildings all around Dharavi would appear in the frames. Personal interview 
with Merwanji.

https://www.bollynook.com/en/lyrics/21839/doori/
https://www.bollynook.com/en/lyrics/21839/doori/
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Figures 6.20, 6.21, 6.22, 6.23, 6.24, 6.25 and 6.26 Images used with the 
song `Doori’

Source: Zoya Akhtar.
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After a century’s production of such compelling and sentimental 
images, we need to perhaps wonder about the authoritative claims 
of this brand of social realism that has become so entrenched in 
the global discourse of poverty and inequality. The overwhelming 
desire to have spectators respond morally has instituted a template 
of ‘dirty faces’, the unwashed look, the beseeching stare at the 
camera, the look of helplessness and need. It is this kind of imag-
ery broadly associated with a ‘humanitarian impulse’ that Zoya 
Akhtar seems to have deliberately tapped into for the song that I 
have just described. It is this very iconography that is destabilized 
in the ‘Meri Gully Me’ rap number, also shot and edited in a music 
video style. The dirty faces, the pathos and the wretchedness are 
driven to the edges of the frame. Instead, we have our two rap art-
ists self-assuredly take us through Dharavi. The camera takes on 
a dynamic role to stay in step with the speed of the performance 
and the navigation of the terrain. Now we move away from stock 
sentiments located in our memory archive to a new articulation of 
embodied experience (Figures 6.27–6.32).

The sequence begins with Murad and MC Sher collaboratively 
rapping in a studio. We then move to the neighbourhood where their 
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Figures 6.27, 6.28, 6.29, 6.30, 6.31 and 6.32 Images from the song `Meri 
Gully Me’

Source: Zoya Akhtar.
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performance is going to be shot on video. The rap number invokes 
life both through lyrics and filming. The lyrics create a charged 
atmosphere with lines about the street and its noise, the police 
and their attacks. We see the camerawork and editing combining 
the movement of the bodies with an elaborate depiction of space 
as the duo give voice to their experiences. The video apparatus is 
revealed right at the beginning of the song itself. With drones, circu-
lar tracks, handheld camerawork, bodies on cranes moving up and 
down, the sequence consciously maps the location with its rooftops, 
narrow alleys, tiny homes and more. There is a celebration of the 
street in this rap sequence. Jay Oza, on his filming strategy, said:

I didn’t want to shoot in a way where it comes across as—‘look 
at this bechara, doing cool things in a slum.’ It’s not a slum 
for him, it is his home. This could be Brooklyn, Paris. it just 
happens to be Mumbai. I think the theme of Gully Boy being 
about a boy’s ambition, who just happens to be from a neigh-
bourhood called Dharavi, has a universal appeal.18

Stillness and dynamic movement, faces and group shots coexist 
as the wild swirling of cameras play around with subjectivity. While 
Akhtar was quite clear about the difference between the two songs, 
she probably did not reflect enough on the significance attached to 
the iconographic differences.

I have taken portraits in meri gully mein, I have taken por-
traits in doori, they are the two music videos in the film and 
they are completely different in tempo tone, vibe, energy, but 
both of them use portraiture, both of them use characters 
looking straight into the lens. We decided on a style to shoot 
the music videos. The portraiture is different but they are 
there in both. They are not just poverty; they are human 
beings. You can’t look at it and just say that’s poverty, no 
there is a person there! And the person is looking you in the 
eye. Respond to it.19

18 Available at https://m.dailyhunt.in/news/india/english/inuth-epaper-inuth/
behind+the+scenes+at+nh7+weekender+to+gully+boy+jay+oza+talks+about+his+j
ourney-newsid-108148496 (accessed on 1 November 2021).
19 Available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8V7Z4n5hko (accessed on 1 
November 2021).

https://m.dailyhunt.in/news/india/english/inuth-epaper-inuth/behind+the+scenes+at+nh7+weekender+to+gully+boy+jay+oza+talks+about+his+journey-newsid-108148496
https://m.dailyhunt.in/news/india/english/inuth-epaper-inuth/behind+the+scenes+at+nh7+weekender+to+gully+boy+jay+oza+talks+about+his+journey-newsid-108148496
https://m.dailyhunt.in/news/india/english/inuth-epaper-inuth/behind+the+scenes+at+nh7+weekender+to+gully+boy+jay+oza+talks+about+his+journey-newsid-108148496
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8V7Z4n5hko
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If in the first rap number, ‘Doori’, Akhtar taps into a public 
archive of images associated with a visual history of social real-
ism, in the second, ‘Meri Gully Mein’, we are offered an embodied 
narrative as the boys take us through the streets, to the rooftops, 
moving rapidly with the music to devour the space around them. 
The music video style acknowledges the existence of a new media 
regime which is added as a layer to the production design and to 
the lyrics. The result is similar to the aesthetic strategies of ‘post 
cinema’ deployed in millennial films. Many of the formal innova-
tions of 21st-century cinema acknowledge our changed conditions 
of viewing and therefore draw on the techniques associated with 
gaming, webcams, surveillance video, smartphones and social 
media (Denson and Leyda 2016: 4–5). This new ‘structure of feeling’ 
is also reinventing contemporary cinema’s techniques of mapping 
space.20 In presenting two orders of visuality in the two music video 
sequences, Gully Boy unknowingly stages the struggle over real-
ism’s complicated negotiation of poverty and slum life.

If Gully Boy presents us an account of Muslim lives in Dharavi, 
in Kaala, directed by Pa. Ranjith, we encounter its Tamil-speaking 
residents. Released in 2018 in four languages, including a Hindi 
version, Kaala plays out a direct conflict between ordinary inhabit-
ants of the slum and the land mafia out to build skyscrapers using 
the land of the slum dwellers. Kaala is the name of a local Dalit 
leader played by Tamil superstar, Rajnikant, who helps the people 
of Dharavi in their fight for justice. Built into this narrative of con-
flict over land is the question of caste. Rajnikant is generally shown 
wearing black while the villain, a builder and politician, Hari dada 
(Nana Patekar), wears sparkling white; his billboards are placed 
all around Dharavi.

In Kaala, Dharavi comes alive through the inventive use of sets 
and camera work. Art director, Ramalingam recreated Dharavi in 
Chennai.21 Pa. Ranjith was determined that an entire stretch with a 
90-feet road of Dharavi had to be constructed before shooting began. 
Only a constructed set would allow the film to work with a popular 
star like Rajnikant and yet maintain a sense of scale. The spectacle 

20 Denson and Leyda (2016) use Williams’ term ‘structure of feeling’ to address what is a 
post-cinematic context. 
21 The film provided employment to nearly 10,000 workers for six months.
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involved in the construction of the set itself was the subject of much 
discussion in the media before the film shooting began. This is what 
Ramalingam had to say about his set.

The idea was to recreate the life of Tamils in Dharavi not what 
you or I see but to capture it from the perspective of the Tamils 
who live there. The realism was extreme, even the nameplates 
of jewelers and other shops were recreated. It looked so con-
vincing that a child of a family from Bombay visiting the set 
got lost in the set, as he began looking for his home. Even the 
crossed wires of Dharavi were recreated… If you measure, you 
will discover that we have simulated almost 1:1.22

Ramalingam operated almost like a committed cartographer 
with a desire to be ‘authentic’ in the extraction of Dharavi’s visual 
architecture. This involved meticulous research, several trips to 
Bombay followed by sketches of particular locations, photographs 
and then the construction. A floor plan was first created on a 
table with miniature huts. At least 1,000 people worked to build 
this elaborate set on 12 acres of land on the Chennai–Bangalore 
Highway. The aim was to adhere to the exact measurements taken 
at Dharavi. The set included recognizable locations such as the 
Rettamalai Srinivasan Chowk, the Dhobi Ghat and the 90 feet 
crossroads. It also included carefully mounted cramped houses, 
shops, a school and a temple. The settlement was populated with 
more than five hundred during the shooting.23

Typically, sets in Tamil films use plaster of Paris, limestone, 
etc., but the set of Dharavi in Chennai was built as a solid structure. 
The look was first sketched and then photographs were shown to 
the director. Ramalingam maintains that recreating a set is easy; 
it’s really the reproduction of the details that’s most difficult and 
important. So the emphasis was on capturing Dharavi through 
its details. Objects, furniture, clothes, materials, etc., were all 

22 Video interview in Tamil with Pa. Ranjith and Ramalingam on the making of the Dharavi set in 
Chennai. Available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZKMfZvQ5gg&feature=emb_
logo (accessed on 1 November 2021). Translation by Veena Hariharan.
23 All information on the art direction of Kaala taken from two video interviews. Available 
at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZKMfZvQ5gg&feature=emb_logo and https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=DoWS2UbGYjY (both translations by Veena Hariharan).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZKMfZvQ5gg&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZKMfZvQ5gg&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZKMfZvQ5gg&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DoWS2UbGYjY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DoWS2UbGYjY
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recorded for their exact reproduction. There was attention paid 
even to things such as the look of the electricity board, the qual-
ity of lighting used inside the houses and the organization of the 
interiors. Soapstone is something that is available in Bombay but 
not in Chennai. Dharavi is a major location for the sale of Bombay’s 
soapstone. For the set in Chennai, soapstone was brought to main-
tain the ‘authentic’ vision of the film.24

The film is about folks from Tirunelveli who have settled in 
Dharavi so we had to recreate the interiors of the homes 
in a way in which these people were recreating Tirunelveli 
in Dharavi in the interiors of their homes, in the objects they 
used—knives, chairs, clothes. So, the chairs you see are really 
Tirunelveli chairs. Many drawings of the house were shown 
and approved.25

The film opens with animated imagery inspired by Amar Chitra 
Katha comic books—a popular series that has been the subject of 
much controversy with its connections to classical mythology and 
contemporary Hindu nationalist assertions.26 Using this form, a 
narrator’s voice presents us with issues related to the unequal 
distribution of land across centuries. The hyper stylized animated 
imagery is deliberate and is perhaps a way of questioning the tales 
of heroism attached to Hindu epics (Figures 6.33 and 6.34). We move 
from animated imagery to black and white archival footage of caste 
exploitation and its unwritten rules. From here, we enter the city 
of Bombay, its squatter settlements as the voice-over continues to 
elaborate on the unequal distribution of land, the role of builders and 
the mafia in extracting land from the poor in our big cities. This 
narrative then suddenly moves back to an animated map of India 
to tell us how this is the story across India’s cities and Bombay is no 
exception. The narrator tells us that the term ‘urban poor’ is used 
to refer to slum dwellers. We first enter Dharavi with the help of 

24 Ibid.
25 Video interview in Tamil with art director Ramalingam. Available at https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=DoWS2UbGYjY (accessed on 1 November 2021). Translation by 
Veena Hariharan.
26 For a comprehensive account of Amar Chitra Katha’s cultural politics, see Chandra 
(2008).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DoWS2UbGYjY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DoWS2UbGYjY
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drone shots. We see a television anchor who introduces us to a major 
conflict: a face-off between the washermen and women, and the 
builder lobby who want the place demolished. This heated conflict is 
placed in the midst of Dharavi’s well-known Dhobi Ghat—possibly 
the world’s largest laundromat in operation since the 19th century. 
In this opening sequence, Pa. Ranjith introduces us to a multimedia 
experience—animation created through special effects, archival 
footage, documentary style account of the city, television anchoring 
and cinema. This eclectic mode is meant to provide an introduction 
to the term ‘urban poor’ which the film unravels and complicates 
systematically (Figures 6.35–6.39).

Rajnikant as Kaala is introduced soon after with all the hyper-
bolic elements woven into the camerawork and editing techniques, 
a style deployed almost throughout the film to go with the actor’s 
star persona. The film’s interaction with other media continues. In 
one of the major flashbacks, we access the past again through ani-
mated imagery recounting the story of the young Kaala. Here, the 

Figures 6.33 and 6.34 Animated opening of Kaala 

Source: Pa. Ranjith.
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past is invoked through poster iconography of a young Rajnikant. 
Powerful brush strokes are animated to combine both the Amar 
Chitra Katha comic style with the billboard aesthetic so popular 
in Tamil Nadu. With so many different forms at work in the film, 
how do we make sense of the cartographic fidelity followed in the 
construction of Dharavi in Chennai?

In an interview with the Wire, Pa. Ranjith said, ‘I don’t want to 
graphically show the atrocities that occur. Re-creating them with 
explicit detail is itself another layer of violence. I don’t agree that this 
is the only way to evoke an emotional response from the audience.’27 
Ranjith seems to have had a plan; to bring together the ‘authentic’ 
quality of the set with a popular style of performance, animated 
accounts of the past and a final move towards embodied abstrac-
tion. In the climactic moment, we see the most intense rupturing of 
‘spatial authenticity’ when the affective enmeshing of bodies, colour 
and space literally makes Dharavi, as a cartographic representa-
tion, recede to the background. Instead, the piercing sensation of 
this moment holds within its folds an embodied experience that 
draws on the structure of caste over centuries. Instead of atrocity 
images, the film makes spectators witness historically silenced 
bodies transform into an unusual form of protest.

27 Available at https://thewire.in/film/pa-ranjith-interview-social-justice-films (accessed 
on 1 November 2021).

Figures 6.35, 6.36, 6.37, 6.38 and 6.39 Opening images and the face-off at 
the Dhobi Ghat 

Source: Pa. Ranjith.

https://thewire.in/film/pa-ranjith-interview-social-justice-films
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Kaala’s followers, after he is supposedly killed, consolidate into 
a force in the streets of Dharavi for a momentous climax. Kaala 
himself appears throughout this sequence causing confusion about 
whether he is dead or alive. A child throws ash at Hari Dada who 
has come to inaugurate the foundation for his building project. The 
black dust now multiplies to slowly take over the entire frame cover-
ing all the bodies and faces. The screen turns into a swarm where 
the bodies now cease to be individual figures. Pa. Ranjith draws on 
his training as a painter here as he creates a collision of colours on 
screen. He moves away deliberately from the dominance of saffron 
in political rallies to mobilize black as the colour of protest, red 
as the colour of revolution and blue as the colour associated with 
Ambedkar (Figures 6.40–6.44).
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Figures 6.40, 6.41, 6.42, 6.43 and 6.44 The final climax of Kaala 

Source: Pa. Ranjith.

It is interesting that the sequence was choreographed both 
by a dance and an action director and therefore borrows from 
both traditions to create a unique form of spectacle. Unlike the 
imagination at work in Johnny Miller’s high-angle drone shots of 
inequality, the drone in Kaala carves out the final dance of vic-
tory even in death. Miller’s drone perspective is literally reversed 
as we see bodies of men, women and children, covered in black, 
joyously dancing and performing acrobats. As they converge, the 
screen becomes visually and aurally soaked in allusions meant 
to apprehend a future.

This is a new kind of political collective on screen, one that 
actively acknowledges our new media environment. In this space, 
the language of surveillance and control is reworked consciously—
the drone vision can now only see an agglomeration of bodies every-
where, contracting, moving and aesthetically occupying the screen 
with tremendous performative power. The cameras are wildly crazy, 
viewing the crowd from within and high above; slow motion and 
other visual effects combine with the rendition of the lyrics. What 
we see in this climax is literally a form of social choreography where 
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bodies in close proximity overcome the claustrophobia associated 
with the scarcity of space. The ‘authentic’ imagination of Dharavi 
is ruptured by a public multiplicity that could only have been pos-
sible through a dismantling of its realist form. The voluminous 
energy on screen literally edges out the specificity of place as we 
approach the threshold of an epic conflict. The generic term ‘urban 
poor’ used by the narrator at the beginning of the film is recast, 
and embodiment is given a larger-than-life form to break through 
the tyranny of historical pasts.

By way of a conclusion, let me reiterate my opening gambit that 
slums are characterized by heterogeneous experiences even as lack 
of access to basic services and food supplies, hazardous and deplor-
able living conditions, have been identified as the typical markers of 
a globally shared view of urban inequality. This structural articula-
tion of the squatter experience has generated a wide range of media 
images since the advent of photography, followed later by cinema 
and television. The three films discussed in this chapter work 
with an alternative imagination of the media in their invocation 
of slum life. Moving away from the usual cataloguing of atrocities 
and feelings of entrapment, Slumdog, Gully Boy and Kaala, as I 
have argued, offer us new directions for the cinematic capture of 
spaces like Dharavi. There is an unusual insistence on the role of 
embodied knowledge, and yet there is no desire to foreground fixed 
identities. The shared landscape of ‘common experiences’ is neither 
fetishized nor undermined. The result is a conscious re-imagining 
of the audiovisual archive of slums and squatter lives for a multi-
media 21st century.
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